Compliance and Regulatory Concerns
The system is important for any facility following a GxP standard of practices. The ViewPoint system
is 21 CFR Part 11 Compliant which allows a facility to have full accountability for all of the system’s
users and maintain a secure environment for all monitored product.

ViewPoint helps you achieve and maintain compliance with:
-FDA
-DHS
-AABB
-USP 797
-The Joint Commission (TJC)
-HACCP
-CLIA
-AALAS
-CAP
-Vaccines for Children
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Intuitive User Interface

Mesa’s ViewPoint Continuous Monitoring Software (CMS) is everything you have been waiting for, incorporating innovative design with user-friendly features to make continuous monitoring easier than
ever before. The interface allows you to view all of your assets on one or several floor plans with
visual representation of your assets as well as the ability to view your inputs in a tile or list view.

With ViewPoint, you have the ability to import floorplan maps and overlay assets to their locations with
an easy to use drag and drop function. Always know
where your assets are, so you can easily find them
and react quickly. Filters may be utilized to quickly
view alarming assets or inputs specific to groups of
assets.

Web-Based Application
The new software has advanced versatility and can be
used remotely. If you have internet capability, you will
be able to access the software anywhere, at any time,
even from your networked tablet or smart phone! You
may also publicize the url in order to access the software from an off-network device.

Notifications and Alarming
The ViewPoint system also exists as an alarming system to alert the users of any readings that are
outside the programmed acceptable range for that particular appliance being monitored. ViewPoint
will email and/or text message notification of an alarm state to the users day or night. Multiple email
addresses, cell phone numbers and alarm notification lists can be utilized, providing the client with
the best line of defense against any issue regarding valuable product. Security for user limitations
is also one of the many features found in the ViewPoint software. Users can be programmed into
the system as administrators, group administrators or users, all with different levels of access to the
ViewPoint system.

Reporting
With the ability to export reports to either pdf or Excel®, ViewPoint offers a host of built-in reports to
assist you with data management and creating a defensible audit trail. Drill down into the details on a
per asset basis and utilize the reporting verification approval workflow to simplify your processes.
-Customizable Audit Log Report
-Corrective Action History Report
-Readings History
-Current Readings
-Input Calibration Report
-System Configuration
-Asset Summary Report

Multipoint Calibration
We have also enhanced the calibration functionality.
ViewPoint now supports single and multipoint calibrations (2 or more points). Multipoint calibrations results in linear regression allowing for the calculation
of slope and intercept from the available pairs, which
allows for a more precise calibration over the range of
the sensor.
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